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Hundreds participate in march
Say Their Names
Unity March a success
Ansley Kary and Ellie
Tiemens
News Co-Editors

“Seek peace, harvest justice.”
These were the words chanted by hundreds of Taylor students as they marched around
Taylor’s campus for the Say
Their Names Unity March.
Sophomore Liannah Foster
was one of the driving forces
behind the Sept. 10 march.
After seeing the events of
this summer unfold on TV and
social media, Foster prayed
and asked God what she could
do to respond to it on campus.
“I wanted to start the semester off with something peaceful, something good that we
can all be a part of, and to
celebrate black lives and people of color, but to also honor those who have passed and
to support those who are still
going through their struggles,”
Foster said.
Dressed in all black, students, staff and members of
the Upland community came
and gathered on the LaRita
Boren Campus Center patio
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Students stand, signs in hand, in support for the black community

at 4:30 p.m. in anticipation of
the march.
Foster said her intention behind organizing the march was
to give God the glory before
anything else. She wanted to
stress the importance of keeping prayer at the center and focusing on how to make Taylor
a safer space for all.
“This march does not focus
on the violence, this march focuses on how we as a Taylor
community can come together
and make this a safe space for
everybody to voice whatever

they need to say and to feel
comfortable being here with
their brothers and sisters in
Christ,” Foster said. “We cannot and should not ignore the
violence that has been going
on but we also should not ignore the fact that God is giving us an opportunity to learn
to unite and to live in peace
amongst everybody.”
The march followed the Vayhinger Loop, a complete circle
around campus, starting and
ending at the patio. Students
from the Black Student Union

and Foster herself took charge
of leading, walking down the
sidewalk and chanting the
phrases “United we stand, divided we fall” and “I’m a child
of God, I fear no evil.”
During the march, the line
of participants stretched from
the Campus Center down to
the Hodson Dining Commons.
Thou g h th e march was
met with overwhelming support, participants were witness to a “Trump 2020” flag
being dropped down from
a window in Samuel Morris

Hall. However, this was not
met with any retaliation by
marchers.
For junior Hollie Meyers,
this event reminded her of a
quote she heard years ago: “We
rejoice with you while you suffer with us.”
“Ever since I heard that line
I have been in an active pursuit of looking at what it looks
like to rejoice with and to suffer with the body of Christ,”
Meyers said. “So, today, that
looks like doing that with the
MARCH continues on Page 2

New counseling director seeks stability
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Kyla Russell
Staff Writer

Taylor’s counseling center currently sits in a season of transition. Kathy Chamberlain, the
new director of the counseling
center, works to bring calm.
Chamberlain worked as a social worker for 29 years in Cleveland, Ohio. During her career,
she worked in residential areas,
schools, churches and a private practice. She specializes in
anxiety, mood disorders, grief,
trauma work, couples work,
adjustment issues and women’s issues.
Chamberlain also has a
daughter and son attending Taylor.
“My kids came home at Christmas and told me I should apply…
it has been my dream to work at
a college,” Chamberlain said.
At the end of last year, nearly a fourth of Taylor students
had contact with the counseling center. In a changing world,
that number will likely increase.
Chamberlain’s goal for the
counseling center is biblically
based and modeled after Luke
10:27, which reads, “Love the
Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and
with all your strength and with
all your mind.”
The four components —
emotional, social, physical and
mental health — in this verse
represent a leg to the chair every student sits in.
To support each student’s
chair, Chamberlain has implemented changes which she
hopes will provide intervention

in all ways necessary such as
individual, couples and group
counseling and direct care to
any student.
The counseling center seeks
to provide crisis care as well.
Any individual that finds themselves amid a crisis can reach
out to the counseling center for
support. Additionally, safety is
the center’s priority.
But in order to adapt to the
current climate, changes had
to be made to the counseling
center.
“The transition over the last
few years has been hard, but I
am certain God has called Kathy
to this office, her leadership has
been life-giving and valuable,”
Lori Heath, assistant for campus ministries said.
In her line of work, Chamberlain observed trends in help
needed by individuals. She noticed that college-aged students
dealt with the same issues as patients that were older in age.
Preventative care is all about
working proactively — this is
where Chamberlain finds she is
making the most change.
“The earlier we can help somebody recognize patterns and
change that, the less likely they
are to experience trauma later
on,” Chamberlain said.
To help with this, Chamberlain has implemented a weekly de-stress and restore class.
This class is held on Wednesdays
from 4-5 p.m. behind the Dining
Commons. The class seeks to
teach mindful breathing.
“We want to provide a place
for people to learn breathing
and mindfulness,” Chamberlain said.
John and Zuko, campus therapy dogs, will also be at Taylor
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New counseling director Kathy Chamberlain

twice a month. Along with this,
the center will offer workshops
once a month focusing on topics
like transition and anxiety.
The counseling center now
has a “grounding room” that is
open to anyone. In order to access the room, call the counseling center. The room offers
aromatherapy, yoga balls and
coloring books.
“We just want to provide options for all students,” Chamberlain stated.
Heath echoed the same
sentiment.

If students need help, the
counseling center has options.
Students should email or call to
make an appointment, the center will work to get students an
appointment the day of.
Typically, Lori Heath will answer the call. She cares deeply
about supporting students.
“My goal is for all students to
know that they are heard...and
get them the resources they
need,” Heath said.
To contact the office, email
counselingcenter@taylor.edu or
call the number (765) 998-5222.

There are also walk-in hours
each weekday. Call in the morning to find out the best time to
come in.
Along with this, there are
accessible online resources.
Students can find resources regarding breathing techniques
through their Taylor portal.
Interactive videos are soon to
come as well.
“What I want students to
know that we’re here for them,
really more than anything,”
Chamberlain said.
echo@taylor.edu
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“God’s word is alive and speaks into all
seasons of life, the current climate even
more so as we see our need for Him continue
to grow.”
The Abide Bible is donated to Taylor
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Water problem resolved Campus cycle solutions
Tap water safe
to drink

Bike kitchen and
other services
open for students

Darin Jordan
Staff Writer

With no available drinking fountains or water bottle filling stations for the first few weeks of
school, drinking water became a
subject of controversy.
The first few weeks of school,
the only easily accessible source
of drinking water was tap water found in bathrooms, where
students had to fill their water
bottles.
Some had difficulty getting water because they did not trust the
tap water.
“I have talked to a couple people on our floor that have said
they get headaches from (the tap
water), or their throat hurts or
they feel nauseous after drinking it, which isn’t good at all,” said
sophomore Sydney Ruiter.
Some students brought filters,
or even bottled water to suit their
preference, while others were
willing to drink from the tap,
even if they didn’t like it much.
The Hodson Dining Commons
(DC) is another place on campus
where students like to fill up their
water bottles. There is a problem
with that though. For sanitation
reasons only clean cups, not water bottles, are supposed to be
filled at the drinking machines,
as can be seen on signs in the DC
While conjectures have been
thrown around, Mike Guebert,
professor of geology and environmental science, says the tap water
is safe to drink.
“Eery year, the town distributes
a report on the results of water
quality testing for the previous
year,” Guebert said. The most
recent results showed that the
water was perfectly safe. In some
cases the amount of chemicals
was too low to be detected, and
if anything was present in dangerous amounts, the homeowner
was notified.
The water also has to meet
the standards set by the U.S.

Marissa Muljat
Staff Writer
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Student fills up their water bottle in the dorm bathroom

Environmental Protection Agency and the Indiana Department
of Environmental Management.
Gregg Holloway, director of
facilities services, said that the
fountain water and tap water
come from the same source, Upland, so they are not concerned
about water quality for either
of them.
Holloway says that the water
may not taste good because of
high calcium and iron content.
The dormitories do soften the
water, but only to prevent the
calcium from gumming up the
plumbing, it has nothing to do
with taste.
Although the decision to cover up the drinking fountains was
unpopular among the students, it
is for their own safety.
“Because, for the COVID situation, it was felt that by university
leadership originally... like that
was one means of very potential
serious transmission possibility
of the disease,” Holloway said.
However, students and parents pushed back against these
regulations, and after about a
week on campus, Taylor decided
to open up the fountains in the
dormitories.
They ask that students only fill
up bottles at the fountains and do
not drink straight from them.
Additionally, bathroom sinks
are cleaned at least every weekday by the professional cleaning staff, but if for any reason the
students feel that something is
dirty, there is extra disinfectant

and paper towels left in the bathroom for students to use.
Ruiter said that the fountains
and filling stations being up helps
a lot, and water quality is no longer a concern for her.
Other students also appreciate
the fountain for its accessibility.
“I don’t use the sink water any
more, I just use the drinking
fountain just because it’s a lot
faster, and (my water) filter takes
forever” freshman Sam Wolowski said.
With the fountains and tap water open, Guebert would definitely recommend that all students
get their own water bottle. Drinking from a reusable water bottle
is much more environmentally
friendly than disposable water
bottles, and if students really do
not like the water, they can always filter it first.
Currently only a few places on
campus have designated water
bottle filling stations instead of,
or together with, a drinking fountain. That will probably change.
“And we’re looking at going forward, as we replace water fountains,” Holloway said. “We’re
looking at putting in new stations or new units that are either
a combination bottle filler and
fountain, or just a bottle filler.”
Now that they are open, it is
unlikely that the fountains will
be closed again, so students
can enjoy their preferred water
source, so long as they are careful of COVID.
echo@taylor.edu

How have the many bikers across
the Taylor University Campus
kept their bikes safe and in working condition?
A program called Upcycle has
been working to provide bike
assistance, rentals, and other bike-related services to the
Taylor community for several
years now.
About 12 years ago professor of
geology and environmental science at Taylor, Michael Guebert,
began collecting and fixing up
the bikes that were abandoned at
the end of the school year in May.
Guebert later received permission to refurbish the garage right
next to the Honor’s Lodge that he
named the Bike Kitchen, and the
Upcycle program was born. His
goal for the Upcycle program was
to encourage students to come to
the Bike Kitchen and either work
on their bikes by themselves or
receive assistance from him or
one of his volunteers.
Upcycle consists of three main
parts: The Bike Kitchen, bike
rentals and Taylor Taxis.
At the Bike Kitchen, Guebert
and his volunteers help students with what he calls, “The
ABCs of bikes” which stands for
air, breaks and chains. Students
struggling with any of these
three things can easily come into
the Bike Kitchen and get their
bike back to working condition.
Guebert believes that encouraging students to work on their
own bicycles as opposed to a
drop-off bike service will help
them gain experience and learn
from the process. Students can
come in and fix their bikes free
of charge.
“Taylor has a heightened car dependency for their transportation
on campus,” said Guebert said.
“I’d like to advance the concept
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Senior Josie Koontz rides by the Student Center on her bike

of a bicycle-friendly university
that will engage people in more
appropriate and healthy and environmentally friendly, sustainable transportation choices.”
To prevent bikes from getting
stolen, Guebert strongly encourages student and staff bikers to
lock their bikes. Any type of lock
will do as long as it’s getting the
job done.
He also stresses the importance of documenting bikes.
When a person leaves their bike
somewhere, all they have to do is
take a picture of it. This way if the
bike gets stolen, they have a picture that will help them locate the
bike with more ease. If the person still cannot locate their bike,
then going to campus police is a
good idea.
Upcycle collected about 80
bikes this past July. Those who
lost their bikes last year are
welcome to contact Upcycle by
sending an email to upcycle@
taylor.edu. A detailed description or photo of the bicycle is
strongly suggested.
Not all students have the opportunity to bring their bike
with them to college, which is
why a limited supply of bike
rentals is also available through
Upcycle. For just $20, Taylor students may rent a bicycle for the
whole semester.
Senior Matt Wildman worked
as the manager of the Bike Kitchen last year, repairing bicycles
and overseeing volunteers. Wildman explained how working in

The Abide Bible is donated to Taylor
A new tool
for scriptural
engagement in use
Mackenzie Derico
Staff Writer

The Abide Bible, marked by
unique artwork, thought-provoking notes and stimulating articles, was donated to every Taylor
University student, staff and faculty member this fall.
This Bible project began three
years ago when Thomas Nelson
Bibles reached out to Phil Collins,
the co-executive director of the
Taylor University center for scripture engagement. They had taken
notice of some articles published
on Bible Gateway regarding scripture engagement and wanted to
create a Bible that would actively help readers connect with God
through the word.
The Abide Bible name comes
from the verse John 15:4 which
says, “Abide in me, and I in you.
As the branch cannot bear fruit
by itself, unless it abides in the
vine, neither can you, unless you
abide in me.”
What distinguishes the Abide
Bible from others are the notes
inside. In contrast to many study
Bibles, the Abide Bible contains
five different types of notes that
reach beyond the general context
and background of the scripture.
The types of notes — Contemplate, Journal, Picture It, Pray,
and Scripture — exist to help
readers engage with the passages in a more holistic way.
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Carolynne Winkle thumbs through her new Abide Bible

“Just because you know information in the Bible doesn’t mean
that you’ve reflected on it, meditated on it and have made it a part
of who you are,” Collins said.“So,
we want to teach people how to

do it.”
Chair of Biblical Studies Greg
MaGee contributed seven articles to the Bible that provide
framework and background for
the scripture engagement. In

the midst of a global pandemic MaGee said that we are presented with an opportunity to
form new habits that can foster
spiritual growth. He added that
this resource will prove helpful

in personal studies as well as
in a Bible study as it brings the
strengths of Bible focus and spiritual growth.
The idea for the Bible to be distributed to campus came up in a
meeting between Collins, Special
Assistant to the President Ron
Sutherland and Campus Pastor
Jon Cavanagh. Sutherland saw
value in the students, faculty
and staff owning their own copies, and Collins was able to connect this cause to a donor.
The Bibles distributed around
campus are unique to Taylor, containing a few extra pages that
the rest of the copies around the
world do not have.
It is because of an anonymous
family’s donation that each member of Taylor University is being
blessed with an Abide Bible.
Senior Kendall Miyakawa noted that the Bible was a very generous gift, and that it has a lot of
potential to be helpful for spiritual guidance and growth. He plans
to use the Bible throughout the
rest of college and post-graduation to study scripture.
“Whenever we can apply God’s
truth to our lives in ways that personalize the word to our journey,
that brings new ways of enriching our worship, that deepens
our discipleship and improves
our knowledge of and connection to Scripture, we ought to be
excited,” Sutherland said. “God’s
word is alive and speaks into all
seasons of life, the current climate even more so as we see our
need for Him continue to grow.”
echo@taylor.edu

the Bike Kitchen was a de-stressor for him and helped him get his
mind off the craziness of schoolwork for a couple hours each day
he worked. Wildman encourages
students to simply know that the
Bike Kitchen is there and to use it
when needed.
Student volunteers in the Bike
Kitchen are always needed. Those
who are interested in helping others fix bikes or who want to learn
more about bikes should be sure
to contact Michael Guebert at
mcguebert@taylor.edu.
As a result of COVID-19, the
Taylor Taxis located outside various dorm buildings will be retracted. The purpose of Taylor
Taxis was to provide free open
access to shared-use bicycles.
Guebert hopes to restart this
service when possible and safe
to do so.
Phil Grabowski, professor of
sustainable development and
environmental science, is also
very passionate about biking.
He encourages his students to
bike because of the great health
and environmental benefits of
the activity.
“Small actions that you do
every day really add up,” said
Grabowski said. “If you bike instead of drive or just walk or
skateboard, it’s like you saved a
quarter cup of gasoline or something like that and it seems so
tiny, but if everybody does that
every day, it’s saving barrels and
barrels of gasoline.”
echo@taylor.edu
MARCH continued from
Taylor community here and
pursuing the Taylor black
community and knowing that
I see the wounded part, I see
the hurt and that I am going to
take action to stand with and
suffer with and walk alongside
with them.
The march ended with prayer
and worship. Holding back
tears, Foster thanked everyone
for coming out to support them.
Her biggest hope for this
march is that people could
see God working on campus
through it.
“I would like everybody to
come together and understand
that we’re going through a tough
time and there are a lot of us
that witness it firsthand,” Foster said. “I would just like everybody to come and be supportive
and not feel that it’s something
that you’re forced to go to. But because we are all God’s people, we
all should feel affected the same
way, because this is hurting.”
Sophomore De’Arriss Hope led
the group in worship by singing the chorus of the song “No
Weapon.”
Hope also emphasized that
the purpose behind events like
these doesn’t just stop when the
event ends.
“One thing we must not lose
focus of is that this is only a
symbolic victory, the only way
we can continue to make those
changes is by being the change,”
Hope said. “We have a lot of future doctors out here, future
politicians, future anything, we
need to spread this information… onto everyone around us
to make changes. Don’t let this
stop here.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“The process of spiritual formation is not just
about chapel.”
Cavanagh encourages students to seek
God in hard times
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Students make
Student teaching
in the pandemic
Ruthie Claydon
Contributer

How can education students
learn to teach when COVID-19
breaks the time-honored norms
of teaching?
As schools in the Grant County
area navigate plans for in-person,
hybrid and online classes, this is the
question that many senior education majors are faced with this fall.
Each school is finding a unique
strategy to keep classrooms
COVID-friendly. Senior Caroline Massey is student teaching
at Kendall Elementary in Marion, and says that her classroom
is mostly in-person, with online
learning days on Fridays.
“We do a lot more outside because they can social distance
really easily, without wearing a
mask,” Massey said.
In her class of third graders,
this has also been a good fit for
energetic students who have a
hard time sitting still.
Katy Griswold, also a third
grade student teacher, says that
her kids have been happy to go
along with COVID measures.
“They have been really compliant and even think it’s cool to
wear masks,” she said. “They see
it as a fashion statement.”
However, student teaching
is never easy, especially during
a pandemic. Not only are these
seniors in their classrooms fulltime, they also have to complete
assignments for their Taylor coursework.
Senior Alex Choate, student
teaching fourth grade at Allen
Elementary, says that the combined roles of teacher and student are challenging to navigate.
“Understanding that I am a
student, and having grace for myself that I’m not just the teacher,
has been huge,” Choate said.
Griswold also shared that as a
student teacher, there are many
curve balls thrown each day. On
top of learning how to teach,
changes in online learning and
parent concerns have added new
levels of complexity.

However, even through difficulty, these Taylor students
are keeping the element of fun
in their classrooms. Student
teacher and senior Logan Tuckey thinks of a saying from his
dad, an experienced teacher, in
these circumstances.
“If you’re not having fun in my
class, that’s my fault,” he said. “If
you’re not doing well in my class,
that’s your fault.”
Tuckey, who is pursuing secondary math education, has been
using creative visual aids to help
his middle school students. One
of his recent highlights was acting out a giant number line to
illustrate absolute value. His students laughed as they watched
him run across the room to simulate different numbers’ values.
Griswold says that contactless
games and quick YouTube video
clips have helped keep her classes engaging and light-hearted. At
the end of the school day, she also
enjoys bonding with her students
through jokes and TikTok dances.
Choate gives the school day a
fun start by asking her students
unique questions while they walk
into class. Some favorites have
included whether or not they
drink coffee or dip their pizza in
ranch. For her, this started as a
spontaneous choice, but it has
grown into a meaningful connection point.
“It’s been a really cool relationship builder, because then we can
start conversations off of their answers,” Choate said, “It’s meaningful to them that I want to know
something so random about
them… That’s really, really huge.”
In addition to fun, each student
teacher reflected on unique opportunities to make significant
impacts on their students.
Tuckey wears a cross necklace
to school every day, and it has
already started conversations
about faith with his students.
He teaches at a public school,
so he cannot openly discuss his
beliefs unless the students ask
him questions.
“I’m praying for more conversations like that where I can
share my faith, whether that’s indirectly through them seeing how
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I interact with them and their
peers, or directly,” Tuckey said.
Massey and Choate both student teach in Marion, where a
majority of students struggle
with broken homes and difficulties outside of school.
“My students have opened up to
me a lot,” Massey shared. “I’ve just
been able to listen and help them in
whatever way that I can, which has
been impactful for me and them.”
It can be stretching to find
a balance between helping

students strive for excellence
while supporting them through
hard family situations. When
kids are not supported well at
home, these student teachers
use discernment to care for their
students in the best way possible.
“(When) a child comes up
to you and tells you, ‘I’m living in a house with bed bugs,’
or ‘I’m not safe in my house,’ it
hurts every time,” Choate said.
“But you have to learn how to
also find the professional and

emotional balance.”
At the end of the day, however, these student teachers love
what they do. Each one expressed
hopes for the pandemic to improve so they can teach normally again.
“I am able to rely on God a lot
more, in ways that I feel like I
never have in the past,” Griswold
said. “I feel really grateful, actually, to be a part of something that’s
so different.”
echo@taylor.edu
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voices on Taylor University’s campus fairly and
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Cavanagh encourages students to seek God in hard times
Introducing this
year’s chapel theme
Emma Moorman
Staff Writer

With a new fall semester at Taylor
University well on its way, some
things certainly look different
this year. One of those things being chapel.
This year, chapel is not just
exclusively in Rediger, but it is
currently being experienced in a
variety of new settings. Locations
such as Odle Arena, Turner Field
or the loft of one’s own residence
hall are just a few other alternatives where students are gathering and participating. One might
even watch chapel swaddled in
blankets in the comfort of their
own bed.
Yet even though chapel may
look a little different, it hasn’t
diminished the opportunity
for students at Taylor University to be seeking God.
At the chapel ser vice on
Friday Aug. 28, Campus Pastor the Rev. Jon Cavanagh announced the theme for chapel
this year : “Seeking Thee God.”
“It’s a plea and it’s personal,” he said, “and it’s also something that we will do together.”
Cavanagh addressed that
there is a personal aspect to
this theme, but also a process
and a level of urgency at this
time. Seeking God incorporates both pursuing God and
knowing him.
“It’s communicating a level of
pleading and desire and proper

acknowledgment of the greatness
of God.”
Although having a theme
for chapel is beneficial; it’s not
everything.
“Picking a theme is good, but
it only gives a little foothold,” Cavanagh said.
This year’s theme is just a small
window of what chapel at Taylor
University is all about. Cavanagh
doesn’t want chapel to be boxed
in by a theme; he wants it to be
something that speaks louder
than a logo.
And now chapel can be spoken loudly through multiple platforms.
“Everybody has the chance to
access and participate in chapel
in a way that is most beneficial
for them,” Cavanagh said.
Of course, there are challenges that come with all the new
adjustments, and Cavanagh acknowledges that.
“I’m sad when we have what I
would perceive to be a really good
chapel and I realize there’s not
1,200 people in Rediger,” he said.
He addressed that it is a unique
semester and poses students to
maybe use this time to do some
self-introspection. Now that
communal worship is limited,
students must ask themselves if
that’s the only way that they feel
spiritually encouraged.
“The process of spiritual formation is not just about chapel,”
Cavanagh said.
He wants to remind students
that they have responsibility in
their own spiritual growth and
that chapel isn’t the only way they
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The Rev. Jon Cavanagh encourages students to consider how they can seek God in their daily lives, not contingent on chapel.

can learn and grow in relationship with the Lord.
Students are encouraged to
delve into scripture on their own
or look for outlets where they can
serve. Service doesn’t have to be
through a Lighthouse trip to
Southeast Asia — one can serve
their fellow peers.
“That’s no less significance of
service,” Cavanagh said. “It just

won’t get you as many likes on social media.”
There is beauty in communal
worship in Rediger, but there is
also beauty in the faithful and
mundane habits. Cavanagh encourages students to cultivate
those during this time.
“Be frustrated and grieve
things,” he said, “Sort through
challenges and be sad about it,

but try to be hopeful and grateful.”
Cavanagh emphasizes the importance of pointing out blessings and being thankful that we
are in fact, all here together.
Cavanagh’s hope for students
this semester is that they use this
time to seek God like the theme
states and also to make the most
of the experience at hand.
He encourages students to ask

themselves two questions: “How
do I do the best I can with what’s
in front of me?” and “How do I
honor God?”
“Look for what God is trying to teach you in the middle
of these circumstances,” Cavanagh said.“And that’s a life lesson for forever, not just for here
at Taylor.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“Take time for slow mornings,
for diner coffee, and for
good conversations.”
Foody Fix
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The masterminds behind Life and Times

Introducing Co-Editors
Ryg, Wordhouse
Kay Rideout

Staff Writer

“She was my answer to prayer,”
junior Leah Ryg said.
Coming into this school year,
Ryg was on the hunt for a co-editor to join her in the Life and
Times section of The Echo. After working without a co-editor
in the 2019-2020 school year,
Ryg knew she wanted to work
alongside someone this year.
Enter Sarah Wordhouse.
Wordhouse had written feature stories for The Echo, but
was attracted to the freedom
and creativity she saw in the
Life and Times section. When
she signed up for Life and
Times, she found out that she
would be working as a co-editor with Ryg in the fall of 2020.
For Wordhouse, joining The
Echo freshman year was an
easy decision. As a Multimedia

Journalism major entering on
a journalism scholarship, she
was required to spend some
time working for The Echo and
knew that would be something
she enjoyed.
“I had written on my school’s
newspaper for a couple years
and loved it, so it was a very natural decision,” Wordhouse said.
Ryg also entered freshman
year as a declared Multimedia
Journalism major, but was not
planning on getting involved
in any activities right away. It
wasn’t until a friend asked Ryg
to write a story for The Echo
that she began to get involved
with the paper.
“I did yearbook in high
school, so that’s why I was like,
‘Oh! I’d be interested in that!’”
Ryg said.
Wordhouse and Ryg remember being in an 8 a.m. Presentation Software class together, but
had never really met each other
prior to this year. Though they
didn’t have much time to get to

everyday
The various pros
of thrifting
Leah Ryg

Life and Times Co-Editor

In recent years, society has
decided that instead of looking down on people who wear
hand-me downs, and although
thrift stores have been around
since the 1920s, it’s recently become the newest fashion trend.
Here are 3 reasons that thrifting is more than just getting
that hip vintage look:
Fast fashion is harmful, while
thrifting is helpful.
According to the Merriam
Webster Dictionary, fast fashion is an approach to the design, creation, and marketing
of clothing fashions that emphasizes making fashion trends
quickly and cheaply available to
consumers.
Big name fashion stores are
able to have new trends in the
store in just weeks. This constant flow of trends leads to
the waste of mass amounts
of clothing in America. It also
damages the environment due
to the chemicals, dyes, and synthetic fabrics that seep into the
water in the countries where
the clothes are made. This
leads to pollution of the water.
Along with water pollution is
land pollution.
Americans alone throw away
about 10.5 million tons of clothing every year.
Thrifting creates fewer
clothes in the landfills.
Along with the damage to
the environment and the high
amounts of disposable clothes,
there is also the issue of slave
labor for the people making
these clothes. Women and children are often forced to work in
horrible conditions for low pay
to produce a shirt that is less
expensive to the consumers. By
shopping at thrift stores instead
of only big corporate stores, you
will be helping people you will
never meet, but who truly need
your help.

know each other, the two co-editors quickly bonded over their
common love for TikTok, fashion and interviewing bands.
Wordhouse and Ryg describe
their working dynamic as a “cohesive vibe.”
“We just mesh,” Ryg said.
The two enjoy bouncing ideas
off each other, and although
they are still learning each other’s skillsets, they already appreciate one another’s strengths.
Wordhouse values Ryg’s experience as an editor, and Ryg
admires Wordhouse’s strong approach to interviews.
As the Life and Times co-editors look forward to this year,
they have a vision for their section of The Echo.
“I want it to be a large variety
of things,” Wordhouse said. “I’d
like to bounce between some
more serious topics, and also
lightheartedness and just being able to have fun with it.”
The two co-editors would
also like the Life and Times

ethical

Your community will benefit.
Most thrift shops help the
community around them by
providing jobs, donating to
more global groups, or create
a space for all people to be welcome. Many thrift stores help
people to get back on their feet
again by giving them a job.
Upland’s local thrift shop,
Helping Hands, is a non-profit
that exists to help local families
that are going through difficult
times. They help when crises like
unemployment or illness hit.
One man’s trash is another
man’s treasure.
Have you ever been walking
into prom and you see the girl
in front of you in line in the
same yellow dress? Just me?
By thrifting, unique items find
their way into your wardrobe.
The pieces that people are always asking you where you got
them from.
Junior CC Southerland loves
taking old things and upcycling
them into fresh fashion pieces.
She takes old clothes that people have gotten rid of and shines
a whole new light on them.
“You find stuff that no one
has because it’s so random and
it’s pulled out of people’s drawers from 20 years ago,” Southerland said. “There’s not a whole
section of the same shirt. You’re
getting a variety of things.”
Thrifting can bring out the
creativity in you. This creativity
could look like cutting jeans into
shorts or adding holes to them.
Thrift store fashion is an art.
“I express my creativity
through what I wear,” Southerland said “I may be putting
pieces together —pants and a
top, shoes,accessories — and
it becomes very creative because you’re taking a bunch
of different pieces and trying
to put it together and make it
look good.”
There are two ways to get the
most out of thrifting: Be creative and fearless. When looking through the

section to include stories that
are often overlooked or misinterpreted as unimportant.
“We’d just like it to be known
as a space that includes everyone, and a space where everyone can tell their stories,”
Ryg said.
Ryg and Wordhouse feel that
their work as co-editors gives
them an opportunity to participate in Taylor’s mission: to develop servant leaders marked
with a passion to minister
Christ’s redemptive love and
truth to a world in need.
As they think about the impact their section will have on
the Taylor community and beyond, Ryg and Wordhouse both
feel that it is critical for their
stories to include a common
theme of hope.
“The world doesn’t need another reason to be sad,” Wordhouse said, “I want to write
about things that are important, but also that are hopeful.
I always try to end [an article]

Exploring a little
bit of wilderness
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

The word garden conjures up
many different opposing images.
The first of these reveries
is my mother’s garden and all
the hot summer days I spent
as a child, knees planted in the
earth, pulling weeds from the
rose bushes and pruning brown
branches from red geraniums.
After I spent a semester in
Ireland, I also see the flawless
gardens of country estates complete with orderly rows of exotic
flowers and Japanese reflection
ponds.
I also think of the original
garden. I always wonder what
it looked like. It must have
been beautiful for God to be so
pleased with it. But I think it also
must have been very wild. Why
Photograph provided by Taylor University
else would God ask Adam and
Author Leah Ryg believes thriftEve to cultivate it?
ing beats out fast fashion.
After the fall, Genesis 3:23
diverse options in a thrift store, reissues the call to cultivate,
look for the things that stand noting the work that would forout because they are different. ever become synonymous with
struggle.
Learn to be creative.
“You can try the craziest
things ever and, it’s okay if it
doesn’t look good, try something else,” Southerland said
“Just have fun with it.”
In order to get creative with 9th Street Cafe tastes
your fashion, one must also let like Saturday morning
go of the fear of what other people will say. Southerland follows
Lily Smith
it up with this advice, “Don’t be
Contributer
afraid to step out of your comfort zone. Sometimes our cre- Every year, Taylor students flood
ativity can be limited because back to campus. The first few
we are worried about what oth- weeks are full of late-night runs
er people think.”
to Wendy’s, wing events which
Whether you are thrifting are sponsored by wing dues,
in order to save a few bucks spontaneous trips to Target, fun
or to save the environment, it dinners at Payne’s, brunches at
is a fun way to come together the Bridge, and more. And then
with friends and do something the semester shifts. The homesocially helpful to the world work load gets heavier, the air
around us all.
gets a little chillier, and everyecho@taylor.edu
one’s bank accounts feel a little emptier than they did after
summer.
What do you

foody

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE
Junior
Grape!

in hope.”
Even when stories lack a happy ending, the Life and Times
co-editors try to look forward
to better times, and encourage
readers to do so as well. This
is their way of ministering to a
world in need.
Ryg and Wordhouse are excited to work together in the

coming year, and look forward
to what this school year will
hold for the Life and Times section of The Echo.
“I think this is going to be a
really good year, and I genuinely mean that,” Wordhouse said.
“I think it’s going to be a good
year for The Echo.”
echo@taylor.edu

Modern Solutions Required

TheWeekly

Holly Gaskill

Photograph by Lauren MacDonald

Life & Times Co-Editors Sarah Wordhouse and
Leah Ryg smile while posing together

Maxx Wiley
Junior

As the descendants of Adam
and Eve, this is our inheritance.
What does it mean to be inheritors of a tradition of cultivation
in a world in which few of us are
actual farmers?
The simple answer would
have to do with the work God
has set aside for us. However,
that only addresses what the
Lord is talking about on the surface. It neglects the spiritual aspects of toil.
In “Bird by Bird,” Anne Lamott
introduces the idea of an emotional acre. In essence, this is a
spiritual square that is ours to
tend. Here we plant the seeds of
truth and grace and pull up the
weeds of self-doubt and pride.
To me, this arrangement conjures up more images of the
chores of my childhood than
strolling through a beautiful garden while studying abroad. Simply put, this is because spiritual
growth is hard work and hard
work is struggle.
There can be unintended discouragement found in this. We
can spend the rest of our lives
toiling away at that emotional
acre and never see perfect rows
of seedlings. We

Photograph by Katie Pfotzer

The garden of Kylemore Abbey.

can spend years fixing up the reflection pool, but the face mirrored back will always belong to
an imperfect self.
In other words, there will always be a bit of wilderness in my
garden. Even so, there is beauty
in wilderness.
When I think of my wild garden and what it must look like,
I am reminded of another image—a garden that belongs to
my friend’s family. It is a poky
postage stamp of land surrounded by a small crop of woods,
growing plants both intentional and not. When I see his garden, I see a little bit of chaos. But
I also see a thing of beauty.
So here is my encouragement.
Maybe that is how God sees us.
echo@taylor.edu

fix

do when all you
want is a warm plate of french
toast, fried eggs, crispy hashbrowns, and that feeling of Saturdays with your grandparents?
The solution is 9th Street Cafe in
Marion, Indiana.
The food there won’t dazzle you. It won’t blow you away
with originality. It won’t make
your taste buds shake and shiver. But it will allow any twinges
of homesickness to subside as
you sip away at diner coffee. It’ll
satisfy your craving for sweet
pancakes, doused in syrup. It
will make you think of weekend
mornings spent swathed in the
smell of fresh bacon and french
toast. 9th Street Cafe doesn’t offer a dynamic menu, it offers a
reminiscent one.
As you consider your next
brunch date and worry about
your bank account, keep 9th
Street Cafe in mind. Two large
blueberry pancakes are just
$2.65, the french toast is
just $2.85, and the omelets
range from $3.95 - $5.25. A
classic cup of coffee, served
with plenty of cream and
sugar is just $1.05 and if coffee isn’t your jam, hot chocolate
rings up at the same price.
As we begin to really dive into
the community of Taylor this
year, take time to take breaks.
Take time for slow mornings,

Photograph by Lily Smith

Hope Thomas poses with a grin in
front of the 9th Street Cafe sign.

for diner coffee, and for good
conversations.
Pros: The menu offers breakfast classics that will satisfy any
sweet or savory craving. It also
opens at 5:00 a.m. for any early
birds wanting to start their day
or late night owls looking for a
bedtime snack.
Cons: The menu is limited to
those with dietary restrictions.
The aesthetic of the cafe isn’t as
cozy as my diner dream, but if
you bring some good company,
the aesthetic won’t even matter.
9th Street Cafe is located at
1802 W. 9th Street Marion, IN
46953. It is open from 5 a.m. to
2 p.m., Monday - Saturday.
echo@taylor.edu
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Episode 2: Joy
This weeks’ “Fun and
Games” presents a difficult
challenge: to represent the
concept of joy on paper.
While joy is mch more
than just being happy,
that is certainly part of
it, and that part is often
overlooked in the shadow
of joy’s more dominant
characteristics. Hence,
many of the puzzles in
this edition are hidden a
bit more than usual, so
you might have to employ
some friends or even some
technology to get to them.
In the process, however,
you might have time to
start a new relationship, or
step outside, or exercise,
or do something else
for your own happiness.
Although more studies
need to be done, it does
seem that happiness is
pretty contagious, so it’s in
the best interests fo your
friends if you contract it!

, it is
, it is not
, always

CHICKFILA
FOR ALL SEASONS
FRIEND
FRUIT
HAPPY
JOKES
JOY
LAUGH
OUTSIDE
OVERFLOWING
RELATIONSHIPS
SECOND
SMILE
SPIRIT
TOGETHER

t

«
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«

In this edition, we’ve
brought a brand new type
of puzzle (or at least we
think). Here, you will have
a series of voyages, which
will culminate in arriving at
the end arrow. However, in
the interest of bearing the
fruit of the spirit, you must
also visit each “prison”,
demarcated by black
squares-within-a-square,
surrounded by a white and
then a black “wall” around
it, where you can bring
joy to it’s rather square
inhabitants. However,
it would be foolish and
very distasteful to favor
only one color of square,
so each voyage you take
must contain the exact
same amount of white and
black squares. Each prison
affords the opportunity to
move freely about inside,
and allow you to reset
your counts, but the prison
walls must be crossed
only at right angles, and
do not count as countable
squares. And, as might be
expected, you are not G od,
and you must only travel
to a square that shares a
face with the one you are
on. Good luck and “while
passing through the valley
of Baka,” may you “make it
a place of springs!” (Psalm
84:6)
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HAIRSTYLIST

Craig & friends hair salon
19 W. Wright ave upland
located right next to Taylor!
Call Craig & friends: 765-998-7192
call or text lexi: 765-300-5764

A&E

“We picked the cover we did
because it was bold and unique.”
‘Relief ’ adapts its content to
continue to fulfill its mission
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Reviewing Taylor’s first pandemic production
‘Godspell’ sets the bar
for safe productions
Olivia Yatooma
Staff Writer

Taylor University’s socially-distanced production of ‘Godspell’
highlights unity among ordinary
people living in a community torn
by uncertainty.
Taylor’s portrayal of ‘Godspell’
brilliantly connects the three-day
period between Ash Wednesday
and Good Friday to culturally appropriate topics, like the Black
Lives Matter Movement, climate
change, the presidential election
and the COVID-19 pandemic.
“Godspell is a modern take on the
ministry and death of Jesus Christ,”
Technical Director Connor Raegan
said. “In the musical, Jesus calls his
disciples and ministers to them
with parables and musical numbers. The play ends with Jesus’s
crucifixion, and a scene where his
followers ‘go forth and make disciples.’ Familiar stories for a Christian community like Taylor, they
are presented inside a strikingly
contemporary paradigm.”
Through this modern take, the

cast was able to interact with the
audience by playing games like
Taboo and Charades, and even
casting an audience member as
Lazarus. In fact, the cast broke the
fourth wall by asking questions of
audience members throughout the
entire show, which naturally kept
the audience well-engaged.
In order to perform ‘Godspell’ in
the middle of a pandemic, however, Taylor had to abide by several
social distancing rules.
Andrew Baker, who portrayed
Jesus, attested to ‘Godspell’s relevance to the pandemic.
“Everything that is true about
the world is true in the world of
the play,” Baker said. “We are all
masked, there’s a bottle of hand
sanitizer on the set. The cacophony of voices and opinions is present
both in our set and in the opening
of the play. We have to deal with
these things honestly in order to
truthfully portray real people coming to the feet of Jesus.”
For the audience, the playbill was
digital to minimize hand-to-hand
contact, every audience member
had their temperature taken before they were able to be seated
and pre-screening questions were

asked regarding the health of all
who attended.
Social distancing guidelines were
also incorporated into the production itself, as the entire cast wore
masks throughout their performance. In addition, as the cast
acted out the communion scene
approaching Judas’s betrayal, they
sanitized their hands before and
after they took their individually wrapped communion packets.
His kiss of death was substituted
for an elbow bump.
“The biggest change for Godspell
is the outdoor setting,” Raegan
said. “That has forced us to consider factors like daylight and bad
weather that we wouldn’t normally worry about when producing a
play indoors.”
The outdoor setting made for a
great variety of props, all of which
were lining the stage. The scaffolding and the dumpster, along
with the garage door that the cast
used to carry Jesus away after his
death, added extra dimensions to
the staging that would have been
lost indoors.
The crucifixion scene starkly
stood apart from the rest of the
show as, up until that moment,

the production was comedic, joyful and full of dance and song. The
transition into the crucifixion was
seamless, which points to the versatility of both the cast and crew.
The reverent and respectful act of
the entire cast carrying Jesus off
stage was a beautiful representation of unity.
The choreography throughout the production was succinct
and demonstrated just how very
well-rehearsed was the cast. Due to
the cast having to wear face masks,
their expressions could not simply be told through their faces, but
the choreography and the cast’s innate ability to act with their eyes
and bodies, made the masks irrelevant to the performance quality
of the production.
‘Godspell’ was also heightened
by the live music that accompanied each song, exemplifying an
array of gospel music, ballads,
pop, jazz, etc. Therefore, the cast
was given a unique opportunity
to showcase their voices through
different genres, and they all
sang beautifully.
The wardrobe was the way in
which these different characters were distinguishable to the

Photograph by Anna Collins

‘Godspell’ was performed outside with masks and
other precautions for social distancing.

audience, without announcing
their names or backgrounds. The
characters’ wardrobes spoke to
what made them their own individuals, which made it all the more
impactful when they united together after the crucifixion.
‘Godspell’ is both a heartbreaking, yet heartwarming tale that
emphasizes the relationships that

stem from unity in Jesus Christ.
Not surprisingly, Taylor University shares such a store with grace.
“We put the community that we
find in our fidelity to the gospel
above those things that would
fracture and divide us,” Manning
said. “And that’s what ‘Godspell’
is about.”
echo@taylor.edu

Film department achieves aspirations with Crystal Pillars
Students, alumni
take home awards
Amelia Bostick
Staff Writer

This year, six Taylor students took
home a Crystal Pillar award, putting their foot further in the door of
the film industry.
Within the past seven years, Taylor film students have been eagerly
submitting their video projects to
the College & University Production
Awards, hoping to get their hands on
the highest student recognition from
the Emmy organization.
For participants like junior Matthew Brown, preparation for this
project began in early September
with his 5 teammates. Brown won
the Crystal Pillar in the Spot Production category for his commercial
for ‘Dashlane’, a password managing business.
In Brown’s life, film had a large part
in his childhood.
“I’ve always kind of had a camera in
my hand, making dumb videos with
my friends or my siblings,” Brown said.
It wasn’t until junior year of high
school, however, that Brown truly realized he was interested in taking his
passion for film to the next level as an
eventual college major.
While these videos Brown made
as a child surely required skill and an

Photograph provided by Chad Veal

Taylor alumnus (‘20) Chad Veal and his team work hard to produce a short for Crystal Pillars, an awards
event hosted by the National Association of Television Arts and Sciences.

incredible sense of humor, to make
his winning witty commercial, a lot
of time management and planning
was involved.
“I think the reason that this project was successful was just because
of the planning that went into it,”
said Brown. “I definitely had never
planned anything as much as I did
this one, like planned every shot all
the lighting setups.”

Taylor alumnus (‘20) Chad Veal
couldn’t agree more. By taking on
the positions of director, videographer and editor for his own project,
Veal developed a larger understanding of the film process.
Veal’s project, ‘20 Over,’ a short film
about a legally blind track and field
runner, took the Crystal Pillar for
the College Short Form Non-Fiction
category. It was an idea he developed

before he even stepped foot in the
documentary class, allowing him
to prepare ahead of time by going to
track meets and getting press passes in order to get all the information
he needed.
This was Veal’s first time participating in a contest like this but
since then, 20 Over has won numerous awards including 1 place
for the Video In-Depth category

with the Indiana Association of Student Broadcasters.
Landry Long, another fellow alumnus (‘20), had never entered himself
in any competitions either, but now
continues to work in the film industry with his own film company called
Sol House.
Long’s music video for musical
group Leland Blue won a Crystal Pillar for his directing skills. Revolving

‘Relief ’ adapts its process to continue to fulfill its mission
Unifying voices in a
time of isolation
Hailey Hendricks
A&E Editor

A bright red cover. A girl with
her inner thoughts being completely exposed. The image
of a dim-lit house filling her
thoughts. The idea of shutting
oneself in.
Minneapolis artist Jennifer
Davis’ artwork titled “Shut In”
served as the perfect cover to
encapsulate the unique 2020
edition for ‘Relief.’
Having selected the cover prior to lockdown, the publishing
team unknowingly prepared
to publish this year’s journal,
a journal that encapsulates
writings about faith from authors all over the world, in a
fashion unlike any edition before that would leave readers
with great lessons about art
and faith.
“ We picked the cover we
did because it was bold and
unique,” said Abbey Chandler,
a student editor for the journal. “We loved that it looked

like the woman held secrets
and stories. I was also bold,
unique, and the aesthetic
worked really well with Relief ’s
past covers.”
Early into the process, the
team behind ‘Relief ’ realized
the conversation that surrounded the making of the
journal, and they addressed it
on their webpage saying,“ What
can art do in times of crisis?
It can help us lament by reflecting images of our brokenness. And perhaps it can guide
us toward healing in some
small way.”
With the changes, ‘Relief ’
hit some roadblocks within
the midst of trying to produce
a literary magazine that includes a multitude of writers
and individuals from around
the world.
One major roadblock included the change in their
production budget and
communication.
“It didn’t really affect anything too much which I’m very
thankful for (because) the pandemic overall has caused some
budgets to shrink, so every

budget on campus anyone who
holds the budget has lost some
money for this year and that
does hurt us. Just to be honest but we’re hoping to possibly
do some fundraising this coming spring to make up for the
shortfall,” said faculty advisor
Daniel Bowman, Jr.
Additionally, going online
left the production of the magazine on a delayed timeline. In
a typical year, the magazine
finished the editing process
by the end of the semester, allowing for the publishing process to be completed
by June or July. COVID shifted the plans and caused for a
delayed-release happening in
mid-August.
Even with th e constant
change, the journal continued to make large strides
and include some new features. One exciting feature
includes the principle that
all the section editors were
stationed locally.
Prior to this year, the section editors for the staff ranged
in distance, as seen through
last year’s creative nonfiction

editor living in Austin, Texas.
Having the editors localized
still yielded communications
problems due to lock-down,
but holds great potential for
future additions.
Another exciting aspect included a collaborative poster
that is provided with the magazine. The poster is a comic,
printed in full color and given as an additive to the journal. This feature showed a new
form to convey messages in a
new platform, helping reach
more people who interact with
art in different ways.
“If I were teaching, if I were
getting ready to teach like middle grade or junior high English, I would want a graphic
novel or two in my curriculum,
if it was possible because the
pictures tell the story,” Bowman said when describing the
poster, crafted by artist Joshua Kemble. “And a lot of times,
they have much more text than
this obviously too, but it’s
such a beautiful image,” said
Bowman.
With all the change, this
edition allowed for a great

around the lyrics and the story behind them, Long masterfully crafted a 70’s prom experience along with
some exciting roller-skating action.
Moreso, these creations included
Taylor students being starred within the music videos.
“I really saw how a crew works together and how each person plays
their part and has their own piece in
the puzzle, you know?” Long said. “It
was really cool to just have everybody’s
strengths be pulled into one place to
make the best possible project.”
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, the
actual award show for the College &
University Production Awards was
unable to happen face-to-face. Rather, the event was held online, allowing nominees and other viewers to
stream from home.
Additionally, the winners haven’t
been able to come across as many
opportunities as they usually would
after such an event. Under normal
circumstances, the awards show
would be a huge networking opportunity for contestants and winners in
order for them to make connections
and possibly even secure their next
internship, project, or even career.
However, Long has a more optimistic outlook.
“I mean, we don’t make the projects to win stuff,” said Long. “ We
just do it because we love to do it.”
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
EVENTS

Ars Machina
Now - Oct. 1
Metcalf Gallery

Taylor/IWU
Chorale
Performance

Sept. 23, 6:30 p.m.
Matter Park

Marimba
Ensemble

Oct. 4, 3 p.m.
Matter Park
Photograph provided by Daniel Bowman, Jr.

The 2020 ‘Relief’ Journal became
published in Mid-August.

yielding of insight to come
from this experience.
The team reminded themselves of their purpose.
“When the lesson I’ve really
learned is to value the reason
that people like us in the first
place, which is the connection
between art and the Christian
faith and invest in that and not
worry. Let the rest take care of
itself, “ Bowman said.
echo@taylor.edu

‘I Got a Sound’
A Celebration of
Black Artists
Oct. 4, 3 p.m.
TBD

Artist Talk

Oct. 16, 5:45-7 p.m.
Rediger Chapel

Guest Piano Recital
Samuel Rotman
Oct. 30, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Recital Hall

OPINIONS
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
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DeAriss Hope speaks at the TU Unity March.

Our View

The Taylor Unity March

The words “United we stand,
divided we fall,” were not only
a chant at the Say Their Names
Unity March but the core message of it all.
The past six months have
been marked by protests in
nearly every coroner of the
States, not to mention across
the world. In the United States,
93% of protests were considered non-violent according to
a report done by the Armed
Conflict and Event Data Project (ACLED), which amounts to
just 220 protest locations out
of 2,400 being violent, a number less than 10%. And yet, in
a survey cited by ACLED, 42%
of Americans believe Black
Lives Matter protesters are
trying to “incite violence or
destroy property.”
With this in mind, it would
only be logical for tensions to
be high going into a march,
though it was not affiliated
with Black Lives Matter movement and was separate from
the march that took place less
than a week prior led by sophomore Devontez Tate.
However, the Unity March,
led and organized by sophomore Liannah Foster, was met
with little opposition. Rather,
the march brought a united
front to face the current racial
issues, fulfilling Foster’s desire that it would unify God’s
people fighting against injustices peacefully.
“Over the summer, there
were a lot of killings going on,
such as Breonna Taylor,” Foster said. “I asked God what’s
something that I can do, and
I waited for God to give me a
sign. Once we got to Taylor,
unfortunately there was (the)
shooting of Jacob Blake. I felt
like that was my calling to finally just do something, to
(take) action. I continued to
pray, just in case, but I really
felt like this was the time to
(march).”
Foster’s main goal for
the protest was that it was
God-honoring, which was

fulfilled through the organization of it. She managed
this by opening the protest
in the reading of Scripture
and prayer, and ending it with
prayer and worship. Foster
even made it clear those attending the march must abide
by Taylor’s COVID-19 precautions and people did: every
one of the nearly 300 marchers
appeared wearing masks. We
at the Echo appreciate every
prayer and careful action with
consideration to COVID-19 and
God that was taken by Foster.
Desiring to remind people
that this march was not just
for Black lives but for everyone, Foster declared that we
are all God’s children, no matter our skin color.
This desire became a reality as the protest began to unfold. In the crowd, there were
students of all colors, professors hand-in-hand with their
kids, one woman was even in
a wheelchair — all united under the idea of justice for God’s
children. It was a powerful
sight, one that we were in awe
of and consider ourselves lucky
to witness.
One of the marchers, professor of biblical studie Bill Heth,
said it was great to see the unity of people, not just in words
but in action.
Another marcher, senior
Clarisa Paschall, remarked on
how proud she was of all who
participated and how it was
obvious that the protest was
Christ-centered.
For Foster, people taking
note of the centering of Christ
was exactly what she wanted.
“This is more than I ever
could have asked for,” Foster said. “This is God coming
through to people and telling
them that we can stand together. This is something that I never thought I would be capable
of doing and the fact that I’m
so small, but I’m doing something so big to glorify God — it
means the world to me to see
all these people (marching).”
Vice President for Intercultural Leadership and Church
Relations Greg Dyson also attended and aided Foster in the
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Neither rain, sleet or election

—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

Holly Gaskill
Co-Editor in Chief

“Any opportunity for us to consider who we
are, that’s a fundamental question of what it
means to be human, and that’s a good thing,”

Of all the things to become politicized this election season, I
honestly did not anticipate the
post office to be dragged into
things.
There are relevant issues to
address there, but the United
States Postal Service (USPS)
has been in an upheaval for
years. Although there were
glory days of the USPS, where
they solely lifted the communication of the U.S. upon their
shoulders, it has been in shambles for years.
That said, it’s still incredibly valuable.
The USPS provides the only
form of communication that
delivers to everyone with an
address, regardless of where
that address is. As an entity
of the government, the USPS’s
main goal is to serve the public, not make a profit.
Because of this, any citizen
with an address can receive
communication from the government concerning voting,
taxes, etc. It is the very reason the USPS was founded by
Ben Franklin in 1775 while the

First Continental Congress
was trying to become a unified country.
So, why should we care
about it right now?
There are a lot of elements
to why each political party
is making the USPS a point
of contention.
Firstly, the USPS is supposed
to run by covering the costs of
its services with the cost of
sending items in the mail. This
worked for many years, but the
USPS has been losing money since the internet undercut its mail traffic. Although
it could adapt in a number of
ways, the USPS is often stalled
in decision-making as an entity
of the government.
Because of this deficit, there
is a strong dichotomy in how
to fix it. Some politicians propose the government give a
one-time subsidy, others suggest funding it indefinitely and
others question the legitimacy
of having a national postal system at all.
As the post office attempts to
address some of these issues,
Postmaster General Louis DeJoy made several unfavorable
budget cuts, which stalled mail
delivery and worried both political parties about mail-in
voting, which is expected to
be much higher this year.
However, this realistically would not be a huge influx
on the USPS. According to the

USPS fact sheet, the post office
delivers 189.9 million pieces of
mail every day. Based on voter
turnout in the 2016 presidential election, there would be 139
million ballots if every single
person voted by mail.
Seeing how they normally deliver 2.5 billion pieces of
mail during the holiday season, election season would be
a breeze even if every person
voted by mail.
As for those looking to privatize mail delivery, first take
into account that UPS delivers
just 15 million and FedEx just
6 million daily.
Additionally, FedEx and UPS
simply do not accommodate
customers in the same way,
delivering to every part of the
country. In fact, FedEx commonly relies on the USPS to
fulfill the final steps package
deliveries.
Ultimately, there is one thing
that is essential to know: voting by mail is still a viable option.
Although President Donald
Trump has blown up Twitter,
bringing worries that he would
not respect the outcome of the
election because of mail-in
voting, Miller says this is largely just talk.
“It’s entirely possible that
with mail-in ballots, one candidate could appear to win and
then another ends up winning,”
said Jakob Miller, assistant

professor of American politics.
“The federal government can’t
decide not to count a vote. If
you’ve done everything correctly, you have voted and it
will be counted.”
To vote by mail, first register
on vote.org. On the same website, click your state of permanent residence and request a
mail-in ballot. Reference your
state’s mail-in voting requirements on the government’s
website.
The following are important
stipulations for Indiana available at ind.gov:
Your ballot request must be
filed before Oct. 22 at indianavoters.in.gov. College students
would fall under the “reasonable exception” that they will
be out of the county for the
entire time polls are open on
election day.
The ballot must be received at the local level by
Nov. 3 at noon, regardless of
its postmark.
Surely, consider opinions
about the future of the post office — it’s still a relevant topic
of discussion while it’s bleeding money — but don’t let worries about mail-in voting stop
you from voting.
Neither rain, sleet or snow
can stop mail delivery — neither can the pandemic, election season or Twitter threats.
echo@taylor.edu

The danger of the Enneagram culture
The ins-and-outs of
using the test correctly

I would be shocked if you told
me you made it all the way
through your time at Taylor
without learning something
about the Enneagram or being forced into taking it.
Though this personality
typing system was not new to
me when I entered the Taylor
community, I still was amazed
with how often it came up in
conversation.
With new friends and roommates and in class discussions,
everyone wanted to know each
others’ Enneagram number
or try to guess what number
someone else was.
Most often, these discussions stem from a place of curiosity and a desire to get to
know others better.
Afterall, the results of these
tests do say a lot about a
person.
“(The Enneagram is) one
of the most powerful and

insightful tools for understanding ourselves and others,” the
Enneagram institute says. “At
its core, the Enneagram helps
us to see ourselves at a deeper,
more objective level and can be
of invaluable assistance on our
path to self-knowledge.”
However, when not used in
the correct way, the Enneagram actually is more hurtful
than helpful.
Junior Kim Ferrell has been
developing an interest in the
Enneagram since she was 17.
This summer she became certified through the Riso-Hudson
Institute in the Enneagram.
“At college, especially at Taylor, I’ve noticed a lot of people
treat (the Enneagram) the exact same way they would the
Myers-Briggs,” Ferrell said.
“They treat it like a quiz they
can take online and then call
it a day.”
But Ferrell says that it is far
more than that. She emphasizes that the Enneagram requires more effort beyond just
taking the test online. You also
have to do a lot of self-observation and internal work for it to
be most useful — because the
Enneagram is more than just
nine personality types.
As each number connects

to three different subtypes,
two wings and other numbers, there is the possibility
for hundreds of types of people, as Ferrell said.
“Your type is simply the beginning,” said Drew Moser,
dean of student engagement
and author of ‘The Enneagram
of Discernment’. “The phrase
I use is ‘type is the trailhead.’
It’s really about learning what
it means to live not just from a
place of personality, but from
a place of authentic identity in
Christ. When we do that, then
the Enneagram is incredibly
powerful.”
However, when we don’t do
that, and instead only try to
understand the Enneagram
at a surface level, we risk stereotyping or weaponizing
personality.
I’m sure I am not the only
person who has heard someone’s mistakes or character flaws dismissed as being
a result of their Enneagram
number.
How many times have you
heard something like, “Oh,
well I’m a six so ( fill in the
blank)” or “She’s such a seven because she ( fill in the
blank)”?
But one number does not

make up an entire identity. If
we believe that, then the Enneagram is only another tool
used to stereotype and put people in boxes.
“I think the best use of the
Enneagram gives us compassion for ourselves that compels
us to grow and gives us empathy for others in a way that
doesn’t just make us sigh and
roll our eyes and say ‘Why are
they like that?’” Moser said.
When used in the right way,
a community can benefit immensely from a typing system
such as the Enneagram.
It can promote self-awareness for the sake of growth, give
us a desire to learn more about
ourselves and others and help
us put words to things about
ourselves that we wouldn’t otherwise be able to express.
“Any opportunity for us to
consider who we are, that’s
a fundamental question of
what it means to be human,
and that’s a good thing,” Moser said. “... I think overall it is a
net positive to have some sort
of common framework of understanding that helps us better understand ourselves and
one another.”
echo@taylor.edu

organized and publication of
the march. Dyson stressed the
importance of a student-led
event such as the Unity March
in creating a conversation with
students and faculty about
breaking down tensions surrounding racial issues.
Dyson said events driven by
students is what being a student is all about, and he is happy to stand by them and help
navigate.
“I’m 54 years old, things are
different than I’ve ever seen in
my whole life, ethically, racially,” Dyson said. “I think that
means something. And I think
we should talk about what it
means. I think that there’ll
be forums that’ll come out of
this; opportunities for people
to talk will take away the stigma of talk(ing) about racial
issues. It’s not just a people
of color conversation — it’s a
conversation for all of us as a

campus together.”
Starting a conversation
was also a desire held by Foster: she hopes Taylor will talk
about these situations and that
they will be more accepting of
the voices of students of color
because currently, she feels minorities are not in a position to
say what heavys their hearts.
The Unity March was led in
peace and with respect for God
and all his people. And when
a Trump flag was seen in the
window of Sammy Hall, it garnered no attention from the
crowd.
The overarching goals of
the march were the desire for
change, conversation and to
unite us under God. Though
this march was led by students,
those protesting call on a response from Taylor’s administration to help in the fight
against racism and we hope
Taylor will answer.

While we considered what to
write about the march, we realized that it was not controversial and the overall majority
consensus was in support. It
was a march for justice and
peace, and coming to the conclusion that the march was
successful and carried out with
respect for God and Taylor students was incredibly easy. This
march was not a topic to debate, it was simply and unarguably done beautifully.
We, as students, are witnessing an era of change, and we
have the chance to be a part
of it. We, as Christians, must
also stand with our fellow
brothers and sisters in Christ
and those who experience racial injustices for we are called
to defend the oppressed. The
Echo Editorial Board believes
the march was a step in the
right direction but our action
does not and cannot end there.

Those who have privilege must
continue to use it to speak up
and amplify the voices of Black,
Indigenous, People of Color
and others whose voices are
being muffled; if not, lasting
change cannot take place.
And therefore, the statement
chanted throughout the march
acts as a guiding light in handling racial issues and tension: united we stand, divided
we fall.
“This (is not) an all lives
matter protest, but this isn’t
a strictly divided type of protest,” Foster said. “This is a
march that is peaceful and it is
for all of us. It’s for our brothers and sisters of color, but we
asked our majority brothers
and sisters to stand with us
towards this injustice and to
stand up against all violence
against people.”
echo@taylor.edu

Ellie
Tiemens
News
Co-Editor
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Tennis teams get another shot as a club
Players glad to be
‘Taylor Together’
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

While the circumstances may
look different, tennis is alive
and well on Taylor’s campus.
Af t e r f a c i n g t h e d i s a p pointing reality that tennis
was no longer going to be offered as a varsity sport, former tennis athletes took it
into their own hands to ensure that tennis did not die
for the Taylor community.
Now, almost seven months
later, Taylor University ’s tennis club is thriving, as players
from all stages of experience
take advantage of the opportunity to stay active and play
the sport they love.
The club was started by
club president senior Julianna Hotmire, vice president
sophomore Nathaniel Boer
and head coach Taylor alumnus Jonathan For t e alon g
with secretar y sophomore
Will Wiet and treasurer junior Seth Graves. Currently,
there are 20 participants in
the club. Both men and women practice together, which
has creat ed much-n eeded
unity and support as th ey
navigate this new territor y
together.
March 10 was a day of anger, frustration, despair and
not much hope, Boer ref lected. However, like all Taylor
students, the tennis community grew stronger and closer amidst the uncertainty.
From that day on, they knew
that tennis would never look
the same, but that does not
mean it could not still be a
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Taylor’s tennis club started after the varsity program was cut last spring.

great experience for them
and others interested in the
sport.
“It was really hard for all of
us,” Hotmire said.
Hotmire reminisced how
she misses the competitive
spirit of a varsity sport, but
she is all in with this new
endeavor to make the most
of a t o u g h situ a t i o n a n d

represent God in this way.
While spring competition
will look different, the club
is excited about the opportunities they have to still compete in doubles tournaments
and against local teams at
Indiana Wesleyan, Indiana
State and Ball State.
Being a club sport opens
the door for a new and

dif ferent mi ssion and approach of community above
competition. Their priority
is fostering growth in participants as people and athletes, especially focusing on
welcoming those who have
not played before.
The club is whole-heartedly accepting anyone who
has a d e sire to l earn and

pl ay. Cur rently, th ere are
two members who have never
played before, and if the club
continues to increase numbers and passion for sport,
they believe they have succ e ssful ly c ompl et ed th eir
goal.
“ Ta y l o r To g e t h e r ” h a s
proven to ring true throughout the tennis community,

as each member has come
around to support each
other.
“I was a little intimidated
by how much we would have
to overcome coming in, and
my expectations have been
blown away by how much
s u p p o r t w e ’ v e g o t t e n ,”
Boer said.
echo@taylor.edu

Various protocols, precautions abound for athletes
Positive attitudes
remain throughout
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

Sports at Taylor University
are back.
Men’s and women’s golf,
men’s and women’s cross country, women’s soccer and volleyball all had events last weekend.
Athletes are back practicing
and competing and fans, although limited, are back inside Odle Arena and Turner
Stadium.
None of that would be possible without the various
protocols that Taylor student-athletes and coaches are
following right now.
“The adjustments were big,”
senior soccer player Reyna Williams said. “Overall, the excitement to be back and playing
with everyone, that takes over
any of the negative thoughts on
(protocols.)”
For Wi l li am s, s om e of
those adjustments include
mask-wearing when not engaging in a drill, standing at a
distance as much as possible at
practices, showing up earlier
each day to get her temperature
checked and screened for symptoms, and staggering times in
the locker room.
While some drills are impossible to do socially-distant, the
team is finding ways to minimize these situations and still
get a full and successful practice in.
Head Women’s Soccer Coach
Scott Stan is having to stagger
the end of practice, and send
groups of five athletes back to
the locker room at a time. Each
of his athletes also has to see
him before practice. Those are a
few of the things that have created new and unique challenges
for Stan and his team.

Joaquin Hansen
Photograph provided by Taylor Athletics

Taylor athletics adjusts to new COVID regulations.

“We have a two-hour slot for
practice,” Stan said. “And normally we go about an hour and
a half. Now, we’re going two
hours, and in those two hours I
don’t feel like I’ve accomplished
as much as I did in the hour and
a half before.”
Stan credits a lot of that to
having to adjust to new rules
and regulations. Even simple
things like not sharing water
bottles can cause the lost time
to add up.
Much like Williams though,
Stan is fine with the changes if
it means a safe and successful
season.
Each athlete is checked
for symptoms and using a

spreadsheet, Stan reports symptoms to their athletic trainer.
If they’re running a high body
temperature and showing another symptom, they’re sent to
a medical professional.
“We need to protect you if
you are sick, but also protect
the other 23 women that want
to compete,” Stan said.
Gamedays will also look different for athletes this fall. Attendance at Taylor sporting
events will be limited.
Williams said during bus
rides for road games, the team
will have to wear masks the
whole time. She also mentioned
that they will be screened one
hour before leaving.

“You have to get your temperature and other symptoms
checked,” Williams said. “Just
to make sure that we don’t
have any signs of it when we
get on the bus. And if you do
have a symptom, you have to
stay back.”
Players and coaches aren’t
the only ones affected by the
changes though, as athletic trainers have seen a shift in
their responsibilities and daily
routine.
Head Athletic Trainer KC
Hackman said that both his
day-to-day and larger roles have
changed due to COVID-19.
“The number of athletes allowed in the training room

has changed, so we’re doing
a lot more appointments in
the mornings,” Hackman said.
“We’ve had to work around
classes to do treatments and
rehab with athletes, which is a
big change.”
Hackman said that on a normal fall afternoon between 2:30
and 4, he would see anywhere
from 35 to 50 athletes. Now, he’s
limited to 8 at a time.
Williams said that smaller
and more minor injuries may
require more self-treatment,
but both her and Stan praised
the athletic trainers for their
ability to still see athletes and
help them, despite all the new
obstacles in place.

“ We’ve been blessed and
lucky,” Stan said. “I haven’t noticed any difference with things
like ankles being taped and
iced afterward. They’re doing
a great job.”
While all involved in Taylor
athletics have certainly seen
their daily routine and schedules altered by COVID-19, the optimism for a new season is as
strong as ever. Those around
teams have noticed their
excitement.
“The most common theme
is athletes are just happy to be
back,” Hackman said. “Happy to
not be stuck at home and back
on campus.”
echo@taylor.edu

“If you want to attend an NFL game in 2020,
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as a club COVID-19 does not stop intramurals
Tennis, tolf, spikeball
replace the typical sports
Jack Mulkey
Staff Writer

Photograph by Markus Miller

or athletes

A global pandemic has not
permitted intramural f lag
football and soccer to take
place this year, but the intramural cabinet at Taylor has
not let this stop them from
achieving their goals of providing yet another form of
intentional community for
Taylor’s campus.
Intra mu ral sp or t s h av e
looked completely different
this year with typical sports
like flag football and soccer
not taking place, but this has
paved the way for new sports
li ke t enni s, tolf and now
spikeball to take place.
“This year we are definitely having to be more creative
with the things that we are
choosing,” cabinet member
Beka Carp said.
One of the new things that
has been implemented for intramurals this year is there are
now no set start times. Students will have a two-day period to play their games in to
help with scheduling, which
has been a popular change.
The two-day period has also

been implemented because
there are no large team sports
like football or soccer.
While the new sports have
created challenges, there’s
been positive feedback on the
flexibility of the schedule.
“As much as we don’t like
it, the pandemic has been the
primary driver of a lot of how
intramurals has looked this
year,” cabinet member James
Brads said.
This type of scheduling may
continue in the future, but it
is too early to say at this point.
Despite tennis being a new
sport, the turnout was still
good with 15 teams signing
up for co-ed doubles.
“With no open house hours,
it kind of takes away from social interactions between guys
and girls, so this provided an
opportunity to engage with
that,” Ankrum said.
Social media has had a bigger emphasis this year in trying to reach out to students.
They currently only have
In st a g ra m a n d th e u s e r name for the account is, @
taylorintramurals.
“ We are trying to get our
social media presence to be
bigger by posting more on
the stories or just regular
posts, tr ying to advertise,”

vice president of the cabinet,
Hannah Wilson said.
While this is a hard time
for many, the members of
the cabinet are trying to help
make the time easier on students and promote intentional community.
Even though the typical
sports aren’t being played
this fall, they’ve had the opportunity to branch out and
try sports that have not been
a part of most intramural
calendars.
“My hopes are to get people involved, I feel like right
now it is a downer time, people don’t really feel like there’s
a lot to do around campus. We
can do more different things
and that can renew the energy on campus.” Wilson said.
The hopes with new sports
like tennis, tolf and spikeball
are to get more people involved because they are easier to play.
“ We are just trying to do
things that students love to
do, like tolf and you drive
around campus and see people playing spikeball . We
are trying to push people to
branch out and do things
they have never done before,”
Carp said.
echo@taylor.edu

Volleyball

9/23 @Spring Arbor University 7 p.m.
9/26 Indiana Wesleyan University 2 p.m.

Men’s Soccer

9/23 Marian University 7 p.m.
9/26 Indiana Wesleyan University 7 p.m.

Women’s Soccer
9/23 @Marian University 7 p.m.
9/26 @Indiana Wesleyan 7 p.m.

SCOREBOARD
RESULTS FROM T AYLOR
ATHLETICS

Volleyball

9/11 Indiana University Kokomo L 1-3
9/12 Marian University L 0-3
9/16 Bethel University L 1-3

Men’s Soccer

9/16 Huntington University L 0-2

Women’s Soccer
Photograph provided by Taylor Intramurals

Taylor Intramurals held a tennis season earlier this year.

9/12 Indiana University Kokomo W 3-0
9/16 Huntington University W 6-1

Women’s Golf

Write Up on Quinn White’s 1000th career victory
Friday night at the Indiana Wesleyan Twilight Classic, Head Women’s
Cross Country Coach Quinn White secured his 1,000th career win after the Taylor women’s cross country team finished first at the event.
According to taylortrojans.com, White has a career 1,003-161 record
with the women’s program and has lead them to seven-straight Crossroads League Championships and seven top-20 finishes at NAIA Nationals. White has recently taken over the men’s squad as well, and
is in his second year with the program. The Echo would like to congratulate White for his accomplishment and years of success.

9/11 Players Club Invitational 1st of 6

Men’s Golf
9/11 Players Club Invitational 1st of 4

Men’s Cross Country
9/11 Indiana Wesleyan Twilight Invitational 1st of 18

Women’s Cross Country
9/11 Indiana Wesleyan Twilight Invitational 1st of 18

The return of professional American, international sports

Professional sports
leagues resume play
Kyle Hayward
Staff Writer

For about five months this year,
the globe was devoid of nearly all sporting activity. That is
about to change with the restart of many of our favorite
leagues.
COVID-19 has changed the
way that we live. From social
distancing mandates to constant mask-wearing, our everyday routines have been
modified and adapted so that
we can safely conduct ourselves
in a more dangerous world.
This pandemic has affected
everything, but let’s take a moment to focus on sports. With
multiple cancelled seasons,
tournaments left unplayed, and
leagues like the NBA and German Bundesliga delaying their
finishes, COVID-19 threw the
usual sports calendar out the
window earlier this year.
Due to these previous cancellations and the continued presence of COVID-19, seasons for
virtually every fall sport were in
doubt until very recently. From
the NFL to the Barclays Premier
League in Britain, fans and athletes alike have been waiting on
the edge of their seats to see
how things shake out.
Much to the delight of sports
fanatics everywhere, it looks
like we will have our seasons
as usual…kind of.

The NFL has decided to let
teams and local officials determine how many fans are
allowed to attend each game.
That means limited to no fans
in attendance, at least for now.
According to an article by
Patrik Walker of CBS Sports,
“If you want to attend an NFL
game in 2020, you’re going to
wear a mask.” These first few
weeks will be filled with caution, testing, and unrest.
On September 10, 2020, the
NFL returned to action when
the Houston Texans played the
Kansas City Chiefs in front of a
reported 15,895 fans.
Across the pond, however,
the English Premier League
is not quite as willing to open
their stadiums for spectators.
Surges in COVID-19 cases in
Britain have forced the government to institute more restrictions on social gatherings.
According to gov.uk, “you
must not meet in groups of
more than 6 when meeting
with people outside of your
household.” This likely means
that fans will have to wait quite
a while before attending their
local games.
Unlike England, Germany’s
Bundesliga is allowing 20% capacity right away upon their
September 18th start date.
Other European leagues
will likely follow the precedent set by these two giants, depending on the state
of each individual nation’s
COVID-19 progress.

Photograph provided by Wikimedia Commons

Arrowhead Stadium hosted the first NFL game of 2020 at reduced capacity.

Back in the USA, NCAA football has experienced its own
unique situation this fall.
With the SEC, ACC, and Big
12 all planning to play football
this fall while the Big Ten and
Pac 12 are currently figuring out
their plans for the fall season,
there has been a lot of debate
amongst the sports fans, athletes, and administrators about
what the right decision truly is.
While these issues are being
worked out, football schedules

have already begun. Modified
schedules and limited teams
have changed the way this season will pan out. While attendance policies vary between
each league, there are some allowing fans into stadiums.
Naturally, all 14 of the SEC
schools will allow fans, but
only between 20-25% capacity
will be filled at each game.
Every sport, every league,
and every country is dealing
with this issue in their own

way. There is no blanket policy that can account for every
situation facing the return of
sports, so we are left with confusing policies and headaches.
As in all things related to C OVID-19, th e sp or t s
w orld i s dealing with a lot
of confusion and uncertainty right now. Ever yon e
wants things to go back to
normal but it i s impor tant
that we t ake our tim e and
m ake th e retur n of sp or t s

a positive thing, not a setback in th e pandemic.
This is a global issue, not
just American. We should
take heart in the fact that we
are all in this together, working towards a better tomorrow
for everyone.
Hopefully, we can all enjoy
watching our favorite sports
this fall and forget about
our worries for a little bit
each week.
echo@taylor.edu

Sarah Harden
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Grace Mehgar finds inspiration for prose in the midst of COVID-19
‘Suddeny’
And with the last note
still reverberating in the
room, the lightning cracks
and it begins. The storm
outside brought in, but
instead of rain there are
tears and instead of thunder an endless stream of
whispers and worries.
Your eyes fly over each
line, already knowing in
your chest what it will say.
But you devour it anyway,
because at least now we’re
certain that it’s uncertain.
And as you walk back in
the rain through the storm
there are people making a
slip and slide out of Wengatz grass. Laughing, covered in mud in the middle
of a storm, both literal and
not. And it’s beautiful.
As you get ready for class,
you know it’s the weekend of goodbyes. Holding
onto each second with dinners and inviting him to do
art and taking the family

portrait and praying with
them and sitting next to
her and singing with them
and getting breakfast with
her and one last hug in the
dark. Because you don’t
know if it’s goodbye, or if
it’s Goodbye. And your see
you later gets caught in
your throat. Because will
you...will I?
When you pass into Pennsylvania it starts to hit you.
A song comes on and you
think of them. Painful jabs
to the heart. But then it hits
you. You have been blessed
with those who make it hurt
to leave. A place once foreign has become a home.
Full of dear friends and
mentors and many you
love. And it hurts to leave
because you love them. But
you love them. And they
love you. And that makes
you smile.
You are loved.
You are loved.
You are loved.

‘Heavy’
As soon as he
w a l k s o u t t h e d o o r,
your heart drops
to the ground. Like
a child you want
t o r u n b a c k . Te l l
h i m t o s t a y. B u t i n stead
you
watch
y o u r b r o t h e r ’s b a c k
a s h e w a l k s a w a y.
And the weight of
it all squeezes your
chest. I stood alone
in an empty room.
Junior year is supposed to be the one
t h a t ’s f i g u r e d o u t .
Ye t i t f e e l s l i k e e a c h
m o m e n t I ’m g a s p i n g f o r a i r. A w e b
spreads out beneath
my feet and pulls me
towards the ground.
Each decision hangs
around
my
neck.
Each decision affects all of them.
And they are beautiful. I sat with the

air laden with love.
Wo r d s s p o o n e d i n t o
my heart that heal.
Ly i n g i n t h e g r a s s
until the sun goes
down. Sharing mac
n cheese and mango
ice cream. Laughter again filling the
suite.
Our
hands
hang empty in the
a i r, b u t I c a n f e e l
the embrace in their
eyes. And I love
them. And it scares
me.
What is the balance b etween fear
and wisdom? How
do I love my neighbor and care for myself ? Invisible enemies twi st in th e
a i r. T h e i r n a m e s a r e
Ignorance, Disease,
a n d F e a r. W i t h e v er y breath they fill
my lungs. Each mom e n t t h e y ’re a lw ay s
there.

B u t t h e r e ’s s t i l l
hope in a global pandemic. I see it in the
sunsets that steal
m y b r e a t h . Wa t e r
rippling on the lake.
Th e cloud s. Fri endship crackling between si x feet. In
the brilliant smile
of a child. Through
the song of the cicadas. God is real and
he is here.
We d o n’ t h a v e t o
carry this alone.
“Come to me, all
who labor and are
heavy laden, and I
will give you rest.
Ta k e m y y o k e u p o n
you, and learn from
me, for I am gentle
and lowly in heart,
and you will find
rest for your souls.
F o r m y y o k e i s e a s y,
and my burden is
l i g h t .” ”
Matthew 11:28-30

About the author
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Grace Mehgar is an Elementary
Education major with Middle School Math and Honors
from New Jersey. She finds
inspiration through exploring
how to express the large and
small moments of everyday
life among nature, others, self,
and God. “Suddenly” is a piece
written in March processing the
rapid succession of events that
happened on and after March
12th. “Heavy” is a piece written
at the end of August processing the weight of a month at
Taylor during the COVID-19
pandemic. You can read more
of her writing on instagram @
gracemeharg.

Visual Art by Arrianna Szymczack
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“A very nice bird” done in watercolor

About the artist
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Arrianna Szymczack is a freshman Cyber Security major from
South Bend, Indiana. She finds inspiration in music, late night
thoughts, and just everyday life. She ook a lot of different art classes
in high school so she loves exploring drawing, painting, ceramics,
digital art, and 3d modeling. You can see more of her work on
instagram @sunspark1254_arts.

Want to Submit to Fina Arts?
Submissions can be emailed to
mer_fenton@taylor.edu.
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“Fruit basket” done in pencil

Brown finds inspiration for poetry in his faith
‘God in Silence’
As I stand prepared for worship,
I call out toward your great throne.
I listen eager for your voice.
I hear nothing
As I go about normally,
I look to you for direction.
I ask you for signs or guidance.
I hear nothing.
When Sin has taken hold of me,
And I resist the dragging guilt,
Crushed by shame from my mistake.
I hear nothing
When I stand before great mountains,
I long for aid to overcome.
I look towards the distant peak.
I hear nothing.
When I stand at the precipice

Of valleys dark and ominous.
I’m certain that I need you then.
I hear nothing.

About the author

In rage, I cry to Heaven’s heights.
I drown in tears of suffering.
I scream for some form of answer.
Still, I hear nothing.
When all my tears have flow’d away,
I look back over my own life.
Seeing all those nearby my side,
I heard something.
My past rage burns out suddenly,
it clears my pain and wrath.
The people who stood beside me
Were his words to me when I thought
I heard nothing.
All at once it’s made clear to me,
Never did I stand unanswered.
Always was he near to me when
I heard nothing.
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Zach Brown is a senior
Professional Writing major
and Creative Writing minor
from Topeka, Kansas. He
draws much of his inspiration
from the books, shows, and
movies that he consumes.
However, his own struggles
with faith and beauty often
serve as inspiration as
well. “God in Silence” is a
reflection on a personal dry
period of faith, where in his
own isolation, he found the
answers he needed. You can
find more of Zach on twitter
@LiteraryZDB.

